Faculty Curriculum Committee Agenda  
Friday, September 18, 2015  
Stern room 201

Presentation of the Agenda (Springer)  
Introductions (Springer)

Old Business

1. Election of chair of curriculum committee (to begin in the role of chair after the current meeting)
2. Election/Selection of secretary for curriculum committee

New Business

1. Approval of Curriculum Proposals

   BA in Public Health, Change of Program, deletion of HEAL 495 from electives (McGee)

   Data Sciences – Change prerequisites for DATA 495 and change of Major – Remove Calculus 2 from the degree (Anderson)

   Mathematics – Change prerequisites to MATH 440 (Mignone)

   Biology – Change of minor, adding BIOL 314, Immunology to the list of general electives, change of course for BIOL 314 adding or permission of instructor to prerequisite statement. (Springer for Triblehorn)

   Department of Supply Chain and Information Management – addition of minor in Information Management, includes adding four new courses. (Davis)

   Urban Studies – discussion and feedback related to creation of two new courses creating the Junior Student Ambassadorship (Keenan)

2. Overview of the scope of the year’s work and presentation of specific charges to the Curriculum Committee (Springer and Francis)

   a. Creation of task forces to respond to the charged tasks: GPA calculation policy

   b. Revision of curriculum proposal forms in preparation for online digital “workflow” proposal system.

   c. Development of a proposal for categorizing curriculum changes requiring different levels of approval